
 

 

 

MEDICAL CHARGE POSTER 

Nanuet, NY 

 

Northeast Orthopedics and Sports Medicine has several Orthopedics practices in Rockland, 

Orange and Westchester counties. We currently have an exciting opportunity as a Medical 

Charge Entry Specialisst based out of our Nanuet, NY central business office. 

 

Key Responsibilities 

Under general supervision, is responsible for posting all office and hospital charges to patient 

accounts after checking for completeness and accuracy. 

 

Specific duties and responsibilities 

 Reviews daily charge forms for completeness and accuracy. Makes necessary system 

corrections. Follows up with appropriate personnel to obtain complete information. 

 

 Performs batch status and posts all encounter batches daily in an online environment. 

 

 Follow policies and procedure and accurately perform charge entry of encounter data 

within NEOSM timeline, including charge corrections, fee overrides, un-billable write offs 

and registration data contributing to the efficiency of clean claim submissions and reduction 

of billing rejections. 

 

 Performs daily audit against the encounter forms and daily schedule to ensure that all 

encounter forms have been received. 

 

 Review and reconcile all encounters by journal review and then reconciling charges. 

 

 Identifies reporting procedural problems including but not limited to accurate coding and 

provide trending issues to Billing Manager to present to providers. 

 

 Demonstrates an understanding for patient confidentiality to protect the patient and the 

clinic/corporation. 

 

 Meets current minimum productivity standards of encounters processed per day or reports 

backlogs to manager in a timely manner to meet or exceed deadline for each month-end 

system close for AR. 

 

 Performs other duties as assigned 



 

 

 

 

Experience Required 

 Knowledge of all NEOSM medical practice policies and protocols 

 Knowledge of computerized EHR scheduling systems. 

 Knowledge of HIPAA rules and regulations 

 Knowledge of legal and ethical considerations related to patient information 

 Knowledge of customer service principles and techniques. 

 Skill in communicating effectively with physicians/clinicians, staff and patients. 

 Skill in putting information in preferred medical records system, meeting clinical standards 

 Skill in dealing with masses of information in organized manner. 

 Ability to clearly communicate and apply policies and principles to solve everyday problems 
and deal with a complexity of situations. 

 Ability to plan, exercise initiative, problem solve, make decisions. 

 Ability to flexibly respond to changing demands. 

 Ability to schedule time and assignments effectively 

 Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with patients, employees, and 
the public. 

 Ability to competently use Microsoft Office, including Word, and Excel, and appropriate 
practice management software. 

We offer competitive hourly rate, health insurance medical, dental, vision, additional voluntary 

plans, 401K, parental leave, paid PTO. 

 

Interested candidates should email their resume with desired hourly rate to 
mgarabed@neosmteam.com. 
 
NEOSM is an equal opportunity employer. All applicants will be considered for employment 

without attention to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national 

origin, veteran or disability status. 
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